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The Fulong Mines 富隆厂 in Lanping District 兰坪县 

Nanny Kim, draft June 2018 

Records and questions 

No mine of this name or approximately in this location appears in the records.  

However, the local gazetteer of Lanping of 2003 records three recently found stele with inscriptions relating 

to the mines. The longest of these dates to 1804 and records contributions to the construction of the Temple 

of the God of Wealth. It is of particular interest because it records groups and individual contributions. The 

total sum raised for building or extending the temple was 4582.63 liang. The main contributors were the 

smelters, followed by the productive mines, the shop owners of the mining town, and the transporters. Lesser 

contributions were provided by officials, charcoal burners, silversmiths and patrolmen. The smelters 

collected 0.1 liang per smelting process between JQ17/2/22 and JQ 18/12/20 and raised 1395.49 liang.1 The 

contribution reflects 13,955 smeltings in a period of 22 months! 

The stele reflects an extraordinary productivity for the years 1803 and 1804.  

Fieldwork by Yang Yuda and Nanny Kim, 30 to 31 March 2011 

Supported by: Mr. He Xiaoli 和小丽 and Mr. He Junzhong 和俊仲 

Main informants: Mr. He Junzhong 和俊仲  (born 1946) and Mr. He Xiaoli 和小丽  (born 1976) of 

Fulongchang village 

2011.3.30. Drive from Lanping 兰坪 to Zhongpai 中排, via Hexi 河西 

Zhongpai is a new town, formally a xiang or administrative village (county), of some 2500 inhabitants. A 

drinking water tank had recently been installed by public subscription in the centre of town with an inscription 

that recorded the precise number of households and inhabitants (which I do not recall). 

 

                                                      
1 Lanping Baizu Pumizu zizhixian zhi, 2003, 230-2. For a discussion of the stele of 1804, see Yang Yuda 2013. 
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We arrived in Zhongpai in mid-afternoon and following some asking around met He Xiaoli 和小丽 (34 years 

old) by pure chance. Because Nanny had an allergic reaction, Yang Yuda carried out and recorded the first 

interview. 

Mr. He related that although he now lives in Zhongpai, he is originally from Fulongchang 富隆厂, the former 

silver mine, and had been in mining for 10 years himself. His grandfather was a horse driver who settled in 

the “Upper Market” (shangjie 上街) of the village, where the upper class families used to live. His father He 

Junzhong 和俊仲 had revived lead smelting from old slags in the 1980s, and He Xiaoli had revived mining 

when the exploitation of slags ended in 1996.  

Summary of the interview with He Xiaoli: 

I was born in 1976 in Fulongchang village. I studied informatics at Yunnan Normal University and 

graduated in 1995. I worked in the assigned job for a year but then quit and operated mines on my 

own. There were up to 14 or 15 mines as a point.  

Our family came to the village five generations ago and all have been involved with the mines in some 

way. 

There were only a few mines above the village; at first we started from fairly high up, but only some 

800 m into the mountain the ore became fairly rich, with an average lead content of 24.5%, mostly 

galena, containing about 900 gr silver. 

In the past, smelting silver by leaching 堆浸法 has been tried, using sodium cyanide 氰化钠. It worked 

to some extent.  

From 2004 to 2007 over 10,000 tons of ore were extracted from the local mines. In 2007, the mines 

were registered by the Western Mining Corporation. We stopped mining, but leased out the mines. 

My father smelted ores that contained 41.2 [lead] and reached a silver content of 2000 gr [per ton]. 

The people of old used iron mallets to break up the ore, then sorted it by hand, then used hard rocks to 

pound it up finely. Coarse sieves were used for washing, then fine sieves that were laid out with gauze. 

I know that because we found gauze in old gangue heaps. We also found fine sieves with gauze still 

inside, and we used this method afterwards. 

Ore dressing by hand used the same techniques. You have to build a pond, and you move the fine 

sieves evenly in the water, so that the light refuse matter floats off. 

I myself operated mines from 1998 to 2007, for almost 10 years. During that time, from 2001 I became 

a village cadre. I had altogether 7 mines, each worked in 3 shifts, employing 16 to 17 men. 

In the old times, over 20 men worked a mine, and in good times would extract 7 to 8 tons in a day, 

which were brought out of the mountain by pushcart. The galleries were about 1.2 m wide and 1.4 m 

high. Our mines were about 1.8 m wide and 1.8 m high, and we worked ore with a [lead] content from 

7 to 8%. In the old days, ore with a content upwards 15 to 16% was extracted. 

The people of old dressed the ore to a lead content of around 40% before it entered the smelters. 

Because we found ore of this grade around old smelters I conclude that it was done this way. 

Ore with a grade of 30 to 40% could be directly smelted, without pounding. 

When we smelted our own ore, we also concentrated it to 30 to 40%. 

As for zinc ores, when the ore dressing factory at Liziping 栗子坪 opened, we learnt what zinc ores 

were. 

When I opened my own mines, we hit old workings many times. There were zinc ores inside, up to a 

grade of 40%, which the people of old had abandoned underground. When we found these ores, we 

could directly sell them. There were also zinc ores in the old gangue heaps. 

In my father’s time silver was no longer smelted, only crude lead was smelted. 

The slags generally have been smelted four times. The first was when the people of old smelted them 

for silver. The second was by the Lanping lead smelters, the third was by the joint smelting of eight 

counties (八个乡镇), the fourth was by my father as the contractor. My father says that the first 

smelting was by charcoal with bellows at a relatively low temperature, the second with coke, which 
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was brought in one muleback. 

We sold altogether some 24,000 tons of slags, at between 20 and 200 Yuan, some even higher. The 

average lead content was 15%. 

The traditional lead furnaces had chambers about 1.2 x 1.4 m and some 2 m high. These were my 

father’s “small furnaces” and they used 12 PS diesel bellows. Old people said that they used pedal-

driven bellows. According to my father, the people of old smelted lead and then used “hoods” to smelt 

silver, with the silver being driven out by 6 sand bars. The lead was discarded afterwards, and the 

silver was driven into the ashes. 

Old people told me that there used to be 3600 hoods and birds that flew across would drop dead from 

the skies. 

I found the mine was called Sanxing Mine 三星洞. There is a 70 m high cavity inside, from which 

some 2100 tons were extracted. This mine would have been the richest. 

The Sanxing mine enters the mountain at a mild angle, there are vertical shafts inside as well as level 

galleries and inclined galleries. There are several ten bifurcations in the mine, some galleries I followed 

for over 200 m without reaching the end. Ores of above 10% [lead] were discarded and there were 

some 200 tons of zinc ore with a content of 30 to 40% that were piled inside the mine. I would think 

that some 100,000 tons of ore were extracted from the Sanxing Mine. Silver content was high, about 

1500 g/t. 

The largest old excavation area was about 6 m wide and so high that I could not see the ceiling in our 

lamplight. 

The worked zone has a height of about 200 m and a length of 800 to 900 m. It is around 2950 m. We 

drilled level galleries some 60 to 60 height metres apart and went straight in for about 300 m. 

We also found old wooden pipes, made from hollowed out trees. They consisted of a lower and an 

upper half and were held together by bamboo strips, still watertight. The outer diameter was about 10 

cm, the inner diameter 4 cm. We found these in the Sanxing Mines. When we dragged them out we 

found them to be over 40 m long. 

For ventilation, the people of old placed hollow trunks or bamboo pipes in the descending gallery. We 

found things of the people of old inside the mines: Mallets larger than modern ones and of different 

shape, with one round and one pointy end for digging. Never saw any such hammers of mallets for 

any other purpose. We also found ceramic bowls, straw mats and the like.  

Gangue was often used to fill abandoned galleries rather than carried out. 

The people of old used only Chinese yew 红豆杉 for timbering. There was timbering in places of 

loose rock, using wooden boards. 

I suspect that the people of old did use gunpowder, because there was a smell of it and in some places 

the rock was burnt black. 

Old adits were about 1 m wide and up to 1.5 m high. 

There were lots of different ways of timbering, in the shape of the character san 三字模, straight 

ceilings, or pillars: A pillar had a groove in the top end, into wich another hardwood log about 50 to 

60 cm is fitted. We saw these in old adits, and the technology is still known and used. The “pig-pen” 

timbering 猪圈模 basically is a rectangular frame; I have heard about it, but not seen it in old workings, 

but it is used in recent mines. “Slope-ceiling” timbering 斜顶模 is used where the rock is loose to one 

side, while the other is firm. The people of old used boards, now we use round timber, which is more 

resistant. These are the frequently used types of timbering. 

The people of old used baskets to carry the ore from the mines, somewhat harder than ordinary carrying 

baskets. A full basket would weigh about 35 kg. 

In the Sanxing Mines, the adits farthest from the entrance would be some 600 to 700 m into the 

mountain, 200 m by direct line. It would take over 2 hours to get there. Therefore, ore with grades of 
7 to 8% was taken out from the top layers, but in the bottom layers even ore of 11 to 12% was left, 

and under 2800 m they only touched the richest ores. 

The gangue heap of Sanxingdong is the size of a hill. 
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I have also found the entrances of the Sanyuan Mine 三元硐 and the Zhuanlong Mine 转龙硐. I found 

them based on old place names. Others are Laomanying 老蛮淫, Upper Market 上街 and Lower 

Market 下街. 

Muslim and Han graves are in different places. There is a “10,000 bodies pit” from the time when the 

Muslims and the Han fought each other, the Han killed the Hui and buried them there. At the time 

there was a ditty “When the yellow blossoms open on the Huangge Tree, the Muslim will get up and 

kill the Han families. Never mind if the snowy mountain is 10,000 zhang high, the sun will come out 

and bring out the flowers.” 黄果树上开黄花，回子起心杀汉家。不管雪山高万丈，太阳一出照

成花. The well in the village was managed by Muslim Chinese, who kept it locked up and the Han 

who wanted to drink from it had to pay for the water. 

Fulongchang is a mixed surname village, there are families by the name of He 和, Ren 仁, Xiong 熊, 

Cui 翟, Li 李, and Duan 段; mostly all are Han. 

My family came over from Dali, and they would have been Bai. But we are now registered as Han. 

There are only 118 individuals living in Fulongchang now, all others moved away, mostly to Zhongpai 

and to Beidian 北甸, where 2/3 are originally from Fulongchang. There are some 600 to 700 persons 

in Bedian, 3/2 moved over from Fulongchang. 

According to the old people, Fulongchang has been in existence for 6 to 7 generations. In the mid-

1980s, when I was a child, there were some 2000 locals and workers in the village. 

The Zhongpai lead smelting plant was run by the county and operated three furnaces. There was a 

granary store that sold rice, meat and liqueur, and a cinema large enough for over 200 spectators. By 

then, lead smelting used coke, and the furnace had become wider, longer and taller, with bellows of 

type 18 and a diesel machine of 24 PS. The temperature was higher and the smelting period longer. In 

8 days some 15 to 16 tonse of lead cakes could be produced, with a purity of 96 to 98%. Copper would 

be extracted as “ice copper” and sold separately, with a grade of 27 to 28% of more. 

2011.3.31. Zhongpai 中排 to Fulongchang 富隆厂, return to Lanping 兰坪 

The ascent from Zhongpai to Fulongchang is a 30 km drive on a dirt track, built in 2004. Before the driving 

track was built, it used to take 6 hours to Hexi and 4 to Zhongpai on foot or by mule. It took us 1.5 hours by 

car with partly muddy conditions due to the rain of the last few days. The highest stretch around the shoulder 

from the valley of Zhongpai to that of Fulong approaches 3000 m along steep and densely forested slopes. 

The forest consists of broadleaf and some fir, hung with lichen, with an understory of rhododendron, 

brushwood and ferns.  
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Fulongchang village is located near the rim of a bowl-shape upper valley. Because of the possibility of rain, 

we had to leave by 2 pm., which left only some 4 hours at Fulongchang. The house of the He family is at the 

upper end of the village, in fact built on the foundations of a former temple. According to He Junzhong, is 

used to be the temple of the God of Ores (Hongwang shen 硔王神)  

 

The upper village of Fulongchang. The bare gully next to the village is the site of modern lead re-smelting. The 

slags left from re-smelting have now been almost entirely taken to smelting plants for another cycle of recycling. 

 

 

The rebuilt temple on the site of the former main hall, with two remains of carvings. 

He Xiaoli took us to the site of the former temple of the God of Wealth (财神庙), now the highest fields at 

the edge of the forest. The temple was taken down in the 1950s, and the only remains now are bits of tiles 

and bricks in the fields. The outlines of the courtyards are visible from the layout of the fields, with a raised 

platform where the opera stage used to be. He Junzhong found a stele dating to JQ 11 (1806) in the 1980s 
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here, which is now kept at Lanping [in fact the stele of 1804 referred to above]. Local tradition has preserved 

knowledge of the temple and worship has been revived, even though nothing but a small piece of ore rock 

remains for an altar.  

 

  

The village today is much smaller than it was a few decades ago. There are only a few houses left of the 

upper village, the middle has been returned to fields and 

the lower part is slightly larger, spread along the track to 

Zhongpai.  

The village well is between the upper and the lower 

village. The water is somewhat warm, and local tradition 

has it that fighting between Han and Hui broke out over 

the fact that the Hui owned the well and restricted access 

for the Han. The Han villagers, fearful of an organized 

attack, eventually struck first and killed all Hui 

inhabitants of Fulongchang. The site of the slaughter is 

still known. 
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We divided tasks, Yang Yuda interviewed He Junzhong, while He Xiaoli took me to the mining, washing 

and smelting sites. All historic mining is in a valley to the east, beyond a saddle above the village. A tiny 

Shanshui temple 山水庙 sits on the saddle. Some 300-500 m into the next valley the spoil heaps begin. 

They extend a long way down the valley, with tongues stretching over at least 50, possibly over 100 m in 

height.  
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Near the top of the gangue slope, workers digging up gangue 

for recycling for its lead content hit on two old galleries. 

According to He, the galleries slope downwards, following an 

ore seam. The zone of exploitation is between layer of softer 

and darker rock under a limestone-like layer.  

While descending the slope, He Xiaoli pointed out the shift 

from sorting to crushing and washing (245, 248). The gradient 

is less here, and the surface consists of small bits of rock. He 

Xiaoli explained that there was no ore among the larger bits of 

rock (1-4 cm), showing that the ore had been washed. There 

were also basins 1.5 to 2 m in length and width, probably 

originally roughly rectangular. A little way further down a 

more level grassy spot with a harder rock that had a polished 

surface. According to He Xiaoli, this would be a broken-off 

part of a rock upon which the crushing had taken place. Again 

a little way down was a larger pond, probably as a water 

reservoir, roughly rectangular, ca 10x8 m across. He Xiaoli 

based his reconstruction of ore dressing on his observations on 

this site and findings from old galleries. He and his men used bamboo sieves made after remains found 

underground, some laid out with silk, and built a pond for washing. 

 

Two historic mine entrances that according to He Xiaoli were the Sanxingdong 三星洞 and the Sanyuandong 

三元洞, knew about were at the lower end of the slopes covered in debris. Mines in operation now, are also 

in this lower level. The digging up of historic slags has changed the surface and probably erased the mining 

entrances. Local tradition has it that the boss who started the Sanxing Mine hired men to start excavations 

who gradually became fed up because they never saw meat but only doufu. Eventually, the boss was unable 

to pay his men, and ran away to Hexi. His men hit a seam on that very day. When they found their boss gone, 

they broke into his house to have a look at his pots, expecting to find better food. All they found, however, 

were dregs of Doufu. Realizing that he had not been exploiting them, they went after him and caught him in 

Hexi. Unable to convince him that they not only had not come to kill him but had really struck a rich seam, 

they tied him up and brought him back. Subsequently the boss reputedly became a rich man. From written 

records we know a similar story that is attributed to a Gejiu mining boss. 

We had a look at the mine that He Xiaoli operated until 1996. He told us that the hit old workings after 

driving their gallery 800 m straight into the mountain. From these, they extracted gangue and discarded zinc 

ores, while also mining along the old adits. They never reached the end of the network or found the old 
entrance. The new entrance was closed in 2008. He Xiaoli reckons that the historic miners had good 

geological knowledge, driving in the workings in the inclination of the ore seams, while keeping them safe 

by leaving sufficient space between galleries and adjusting the diameter for ventilation. He saw ventilation 

shafts and timbering. The height of the old galleries did not exceed 1.50 m (if I understood correctly) and 
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rarely expanded. They found leftovers of bellows for ventilation and pumping tubes of bamboo and wood. 

The historic smelting site was about 1 km along the valley, at roughly the same level as the lower end of the 

dressing site. Near the smelting site is a small knob with several visible galleries. He Xiaoli told me that this 

knob is a hollow shell, having been exploited thoroughly. The name of this mine is not known. It can be 

identified by many bright red spots otherwise yellowish ground, left from furnaces in which high 

temperatures changed the colour of the local clay. Small glazed parts, presumably from furnace linings are 

also present. 
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The site and the slope and gully below used to be covered in slags, which have almost entirely been dug up 

for recycling. A couple of women were washing slags from a small stream. He Xiaoli picked up a few small 

pieces (under 1 cm) and differentiated them as slags of the first and third smelting. He mentioned that the 

choice of the smelting site was behind the ridge and at some distance so as to prevent toxic fumes from 

affecting the village. 

When returning to the village, we took a small detour to the site of recent lead smelting. The main site 

occupies the southern end of the bowl in which Fulongchang is situated, but the smelting also extended into 

the lower end of the village. Re-smelting was performed in three waves. Initially, probably since the 1950s, 

slags (later also waste ores) were re-smelted for their lead content using more or less traditional methods but 

coke instead of charcoal. The remains of the oldest furnace indicate a square structure about 2-2.5 m outside 

length at the base, probably about 80 cm – 1 m inside, and a height of perhaps 2.5 m. The slags of this process 

still contained about 14% of lead and were later re-smelted in more efficient, larger furnaces, fitted with 

motor-driven bellows. In the final wave, slags transported to industrial smelting plants. 

In the meantime, He Junzhong had explained the smelting processes that he had known or heard about when 

he was young, and showed remains. These included a section from an enormous bellows that the family uses 

for collecting empty glass bottles, slags and bits from the lining of furnaces as well as glazed sections of clay 

sticks that were used to form a grate in the cupellation hearths to separate the metal melt below from the 

charcoal above. 

   

 

Results: The amounts of historic slags that were reprocessed at Fulongchang village and shipped to Hexi 

cannot be reconstructed. The now empty bowl near the village and the still visibly dug-up dumps on the 

original site suggest a considerable scale.  
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The village was resettled relatively recently, possibly only during the Republican period. Its waxing and 

waning over the recent decades exemplifies the swiftness and seemingly traceless change, with much of the 

village reconverted to fields by now.  

Summary of the interview with He Junzhong: 

I started working in mining when I was about 28, about 1973 or 1974. 

The Fulong Mines were started in the Qianlong period (1736-1795). People from three provinces 

worked them, and they worked different claims. The main mining sites were the Zhuanlong Mines 转

龙洞, The Yanzi Mines 烟子侗, the Sanxing Mines 三星洞, the Caoping Mines 草坪侗, The Sanyang 

Mines 三阳洞, Sankeshu 三棵树, the Tianxing old mines 天星老厂, and the Dafengxiang 大风箱. 

There is another deposit above Dashitou 大石头, which is good, but has not been worked. At one point, 

there were 3600 hoods and 360 furnaces all working at the same time. 

The hoods (罩子) had an inner diameter of about 200 cm, and walls 40-45 cm thick made from clay 

and stone [Mr. He used the term 沙石, a general term for soil, sand and stone] mixed with furnace ash 

and salt. Some 10 jin of salt had to be added to every 100 jin of soil and stone. You needed 100 jin of 

salt to build a furnace. 

The furnace bottom was shaped like a wok, about 30 cm deep, and there was an hollow structure of 

the shape of the character 十 underneath, about 5 cun deep. When we dug out the structures under old 

furnaces, they were often full of lead. I reckon that they were for temperature regulation. When I built 

my own hoods, I did not use this structure. 

In the furnace bottom, some 1000 kg of [rich] lead were placed, the ore was ground to powder and 

placed on top. From the top of the load, the “dragon bone” (龙骨), a structure made from clay (沙石) 

and arranged in rows. The coal was placed on top of this structure. The height of the furnace above 

the dragon bone was about 70 cm, and the temperature reached up to 1200 degrees. 

The ash of sawtooth oak (麻栎树) was sprinkled in to absorb impurities, so that silver separation could 

begin. In the end, the lead was tapped and the silver remained. 

The furnaces had two openings in their front, the upper for adding charcoal, the lower for adding ore. 

I have operated such hoods in the past, not for smelting silver but mainly for smelting lead, to separate 

copper in the lead. I have heard about silver separation from the elders, and I think that I could do it. 

The lead smelting furnaces were built from clay and stone (沙石), 1.2 zhang high and with an outer 

diameter of 8 chi. The chamber was 8 chi high and funnel-shaped. There were three rocks that 

supported the ore and charcoal, and the air inlet from the bellows was below these. Further down, there 

was an opening for tapping the slags, and another for tapping the liquid lead, with a small pond to 

capture the lead. We used wooden sticks to rake the slags out. 

For a smelting, 200 jin of charcoal were first placed in the furnace, and when the temperature had 

reached 100 to 120° a basket of ore was added. A basketful would have been 50 to 60 jin of ore. 8 

hours later, another two baskets were added, and 14 hours later another three. 8 hours later 40 to 50 

jin of charcoal were added. The adding of ore and charcoal was in turns. As the ore melted, the liquified 

lead flowed out. A smelting generally lasted 3 to 8 days, at most 13 days, the crucial point was how 

long the three stones that supported the load lasted. On the first day, a smelting could produce some 

500-600 jin of lead, and then about 1 ton per day. A smelting of 8 days would produce 7 to 8 tons of 

lead. 

The bellows were made of purple cypress (紫柏香树). There were two types, large and small. The 

small bellows had an inner diameter of 50 cm and were about 3 m long. These were worked by two 

men. The large ones had an inner diameter of 100 to 120 cm and were about 4 m long, worked by 4 

men. They were held together by nails and cow hides, with two air outlets leading into one ventilation 

pipe. The pipes were made from iron sheets and led into the furnace. They were about 1 m long.  

[Mr. He had two sections of an old bellow in his courtyard. This specimen had a diameter of about 75 
cm and appears to have been about 2 m long before being cut in half.] 

From 1958, mechanized bellows were used initially pedal-driven ones. From 1987, we used 18 PS 

motor bellows, and later 24 PS diesel machines. With these, we could process 4-5 tons per day. We 
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smelted old slags, later on also mined ores. I have smelted over 1000 tons altogether. 

After the lead smelting, a ton of lead was placed into a hood, and “driven off” (赶出去) with sawtooth 

oak ashes. When the silver appeared, it had a purity of 70-80%. An iron spade was used to ladle cold 

water on and to lift the silver out. 

The smelted lead was used at “bottom mother” (座母), to obtain silver, mined silver ore had to be 

added. And sawtooth oak was necessary. 

The ores in the limestone are relatively rich, up to 3960 g/t. In the red sandstone, galena at 1800 g/t 

and plattnerite [黑铅矿, presumably 块黑铅矿] at 2400-2500 g/t is found. 

I do not know how much silver could be obtained from a load of 1 ton of lead, because I have not done 

any silver separation. 

In the county and in our village and by myself, we have smelted 16,000 tons of lead from old slags. 

In the past, the furnaces looked like stars at night. 

There were people from Yunnan, Han and Hui in the mines, but the Hui controlled the well and hence 

the entire mine. The local temple 本主庙 used to be the upper section of our courtyard. 

When the mines flourished, each province had their temple, and the thirteen provinces together 

maintained the great Temple of the God of Wealth (财神大庙). After the temple had become a ruin, I 

still saw the back walls when I was young. There used to be an opera stage where everyone came 

together to watch performances. 

There is a story that there was a dispute on control over the mines, with the Hui composing a poem 

and the Han answering. After the fight, the Hui were killed, and the mines went into decay. Later, a 

man from Jianchuan and an official from Heqing came to smelt lead, but on a small scale only. They 

sold to a Xia from Dali. That would have been in the Republican period. 

In the past, lead was not the target, but silver. The mine was under the administration of Yunnan. After 

the fighting between Hui and Han, the mines were ruined. 

I made money with smelting lead but I los a lot in mining. All good ore had already been taken by the 

miners of the past. 

From the old slags at Fulongchang, I reckon that the miners of the past extracted 25,000 tons of lead 

from about 80,000 t of ore. If the silver content was 3200-3300 g/t on average, the total output would 

have been 24,000 kg. I reckon they obtained about 250 tons of silver. 

By using sodium cyanide, some 50 kg of silver were extracted in the past. 

In the past, everything was carried in on horseback. The rice came from Yongchang, the bacon from 

Xuanwei, the wine from Heqing. 

My grandfather came as a horse driver from Weixi, and later sold lead from smelting. There used to 

be no fields in the village, and the houses were bamboo- and mat-sheds. People who stayed on were 

descendants of miners. 

When the village flourished, it had two market streets, the Upper market and the lower market (上街

子、下街子). 

Mrs. Hu 胡 (aged 63), He Junzhong’s wife, briefly related her family history: 

My family is originally from Lijiang, and the name was Mo 莫. Three brothers four generations back 

fled from war, loading their belongings on over 90 pack mules. My grandfather arrived at Fulongchang, 

and he had money. It is said that he was the boss who ran the mine and that he had a large money store. 

Further information provided by Mr. He Junzhong:  

A ton of lead was first placed in the separation hood, then 300 jin of charcoal. When the temperature 

had come up, the ore was added. At first one or two baskets, they would have been “fried” (炸) in 11 

to 12 minutes. A hood was operated a day and a night, 24 hours, frying 30 to 40 jin per hour, hence 

700-800 jin in 24 hours. The upper and lower opening were rectangular, about 6 cun, the upper for 

adding charcoal, the lower for adding ore. 
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The sawtooth oak ash was added from the lower opening with an iron spade, sprinkled over the surface 

of the lead bath. The silver would not stick to the ash and gather. After 24 hours, there would be 

between 3 jin and 6-7 liang and 4 jin of silver, never over 5 jin. 

For lead smelting you needed about 3 jin of charcoal on 1 jin of lead. 

For separation in a hood, about 1000 jin of charcoal were needed in 24 hours. 

For copper oxide, less charcoal was needed, a bit over 2 jin per jin of lead. 

The lead content in copper oxide ores was between 40-50%, even 60-70%. 

In the past, small carrying baskets were used to carry the ore out from the mines. The galleries were 

quite small, and there were also shafts, very steep. In these the men had to tie a rope around their waists 

and get pulled up, with baskets of 40-50 jin. In level galleries, they carried about 100 jin. 

I have seen shafts that were over 200 m deep. 

Sesame oil lamps were used for lighting, in small earthen bowls, with cotton wicks. 

We left Fulongchang village towards in mid-afternoon and returned to Lanping the same day. 
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Results 

Due to the stele inscription and mainly thanks to the rich information collected, practiced and generously 

shared by He Junzhong and He Xiaoli, the Fulong Mines have become one of the best documented sites. The 

period of intensive exploitation is relatively well-defined, reaching back no further than about 1780 and 

ending in the 1850s, with the temple construction of 1804 probably marking the bonanza years.  

He Junzhong’s estimate of 25,000 tons of lead recycled from historic slags since 1949 omits the minor bus 

existing recycling activities from the late 19th century to 1949. His estimate of average silver content founded 

on careful observation and the analysis of samples of historic ores found in old workings appears highly 

credible. We therefore regard his estimate of a total output of some 240 tons as reliable and probably 

conservative.  

 

 


